
B1SD
Business One Schema Designer
Innovative Tool for Developers
Experience B1SD to enhance, enrich and extend SAP Business One.

B1SD (Business One Schema Designer) is an innovative solution that can lead to suc-
cessful project outcomes and system maintenance.

B1SD will provide an environment where you can manage various SBO Objects more 
efficiently and easily while you are handling SBO(SAP Business One) projects. 

If you are a SAP partner who specializes in handling SBO projects and would like to 
efficiently tackle your projects, you may want to manage commonly controlled SBO 
object data and distribute those objects more easily. Furthermore, for the purpose of 
providing customer support and system maintenance, you may want to analyze these 
data and distribute them to your customers in a timely manner. B1SD can manage the 
information of these SBO objects (table, UDO, formatted search), provide the setting 
where you can easily distribute them, and offer various functions that can lead you to 
success in your business. 

Our company Woongjin Holdings, whom developed B1SD, has been using B1SD since 
2007. Until now, we have been efficiently utilizing this solution to shorten our project 
schedules, establish standardized process, and maintain our systems.

B1SD



B1SD Features

Management  – You can manage database objects such as Table, UDO, 
Stored Procedure, Function, Trigger, View, and Formatted Search. Simply check which 
tables and fields are missing from site to site at a glance. Apply the changes to multiple 
sites by one click!

Tables/fields in red 
mean that they don’t 
exist on selected 
database.

So simply select 
the table you want 
to create, and click 
‘Create Object’ 
to create missing 
tables!

Select the database 
you want to apply 
the changes to! 
Multi tables will be 
created by one click 
to sites you’ve 
selected!



Select the database 
you want to compare 
and contrast. See 
the differences at a 
glance!

Manage multi
databases’ common 
codes.

Comparison and Adjustment  – Compare DB to DB to see the difference of the existing 
tables. Compare from base database to target database and find out the differences at 
a glance. DB vs DB compare, Site vs Site compare, B1SD vs DB compare, DB vs B1SD 
compare, Modify DB based on B1SD

Common Codes  – Manage system codes and common codes for all the sites you are 
managing. Common Codes Table Settings, Site Mapping, Data Management.



Procedure auto
generation with the 
table information and 
template.

Tr   B1SD !!!
You don’t need to install the program to see it in action. 
Try the ‘Test Drive’ and interact with B1SD :                           
http://sapsolution.woongjin.com

Live Demo & Trial is Available upon Request

For more information
solutionsupport@wjholdings.co.kr
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About Woongjin Holdings Co., Ltd.,

Woongjin Holdings is the IT professional organization to perform system 

integration projects and maintenance of IT consulting business through-

out Woongjin Group’s affiliates and external global customers.

Based on information systems know-how and successful experience in 

various IT projects, we provide the best total IT service. 

We provide SAP consulting, SAP ERP Implementation, SAP Add-ons, 

system diagnosis, SAP official training and system maintenance.

Support  – You can generate procedures based on tables, view object scripts
(procedure, function, view…) which aren’t encrypted, and check the data. 
Procedure Generator, Object Viewer, Data Viewer. Execute the procedures and 
see the actual results from the screen.


